The transition magnetic moments between negative parity, spin-1/2 heavy baryons are studied in framework of the light cone QCD sum rules. By constructing the sum rules for different Lorentz structures, the unwanted contributions coming from negative (positive) to positive (negative) parity transitions are removed. It is found that the magnetic moments between neutral negative parity heavy Ξ ′0 Q and Ξ 0 Q baryons are very small. Magnetic moments of the Σ Q → Λ Q and Ξ ′± Q → Ξ ± Q transitions are quite large and can be measured in further experiments.
Introduction
Study of the electromagnetic properties of baryons constitutes very important source of information in exploring their internal structure, and can provide valuable insight in understanding the nonperturbative aspect of QCD. In recent years, study of the properties of heavy baryons has become a subject of growing interest due to the experimental observation of many heavy baryons. All ground state baryons containing single charm and bottom quarks, except Ω * b baryon, are observed and their masses are measured (for a review, see [1] ). Moreover, a number of negative parity baryons have also been observed.
These exciting experimental results have stimulated the theoretical studies along these lines. The mass and magnetic moments of the heavy baryons can serve useful information about their inner structure. Experimentally the magnetic moments of all members of the octet
baryons (except Σ 0 baryon), and two members of the decuplet J P = 3 + 2 baryons are measured [1] . The magnetic moments of the J P = 1 + 2 light and heavy baryons have extensively been calculated in numerous theoretical approaches. The approaches based on naive quark model in [2, 3] , relativistic quark model [4] , nonrelativistic quark model [5] , chiral quark model [6] , chiral perturbation theory [7] , hypercentral model [8] , soliton model [9] traditional [10] and light version of the QCD sum rules method (LCSR) [11] [12] [13] [14] have been employed in studying the masses and magnetic moments of the heavy baryons. The magnetic moments of the negative parity heavy baryons has recently been considered within the framework of the LCSR method in [15] .
In this work, we extend our analysis to determine the magnetic moments for the Σ Q → Λ Q and Ξ ′ Q → Ξ Q transitions between the negative parity baryons. In the following section we derive the light cone sum rules for the magnetic moments of the aforementioned transitions. Section 3 is devoted to the numerical analysis of the obtained sum rules for the transition magnetic moments. A comparison of our predictions with the results from other approaches is given also.
Theoretical framework
Following the philosophy of the QCD sum rules, the magnetic moments of the Σ Q → Λ Q and Ξ ′ Q → Ξ Q transitions of the baryons with negative parity can be obtained in LCSR by matching two representations of the relevant correlation function written in terms of the hadronic and quark-gluon languages. For this purpose we use the correlation function
where γ is the external electromagnetic field, η Q is the interpolating current of the heavy baryon with single heavy quark. This correlation function can be calculated at hadronic level by inserting a complete set of hadrons carrying the same quantum numbers of the correlation function, and isolating the contributions arising from the ground states which have poles in p 2 and (p + q) 2 . The interpolating current can interact with both negative and positive parity baryons, therefore it can be written in the following form,
where B
(±) and m B (±) correspond to positive (negative) parity baryons and their masses, respectively; q is the photon momentum; and dots correspond to the higher states contributions.
The matrix elements in Eq. (2) are defined as,
that are proportional to γ µ , the first two correspond to the magnetic moments of the positive to positive, negative to negative transitions, respectively; and the third and the fourth ones describe the transition magnetic moments between positive and negative parity baryons at q 2 = 0. Our aim in the present work is to calculate the transition magnetic moment between the negative parity baryons, and therefore we should find a way to remove the other three contributions.
In order to determine the transition magnetic moments between negative parity baryons four equations are needed, for which we choose the following four Lorentz structures, (ε·p)I, (ε · p)/ p, / p/ ε and / ε. Solving finally these four coupled equations, we obtain the unknown coefficient B which describes the negative to negative parity transition.
It follows from Eq. (1) that interpolating currents are needed in order to calculate the correlation function in terms of quarks and gluons. Here, it should be remembered that hadrons containing single heavy quark belong to either sextet or anti-triplet representations of SU(3). Sextet (anti-triplet) representation is symmetric (antisymmetric) with respect to the exchange of light quarks. In constructing the interpolating currents belonging to sextet and anti-triplet representations we will use this fact, whose explicit forms are given as (see [16] ),
In this expression a, b, c are the color indices; C is the charge conjugation operator; and t is a free parameter (the choice t = −1 correspond to the Ioffe current). The light quark contents of the heavy Σ Q , Ξ ′ Q , Λ Q and Ξ Q baryons are presented in Table (1) . Having the interpolating currents containing single heavy baryon at hand, the correlation function can easily be calculated. The correlation functions describing the sextet to anti-triplet transition magnetic moments in the light cone version of the sum rules contain the following contributions. The photon interacts with light or heavy quarks perturbatively. This contribution can be obtained by replacing one of the free quark operators by,
and the other two propagators are taken as the free quark operator. In Eq. (7) the FockSchwinger gauge, i.e., A µ = 1 2
F µν y ν has been used. The other type of contribution can be calculated by replacing one of the propagators in the same manner as is given in Eq. (7), and replacing the other one (or both) by the "full" light quark operator.
Last type of contribution is the nonperturbative one, that can be obtained by replacing one of the light quark operators with,
where Γ i are the full set of Dirac matrices; and the remaining two other propagators are taken as the full quark propagators. In calculating these contributions, the expressions of the light and heavy quark propagators in external field are needed. The light cone expansion of the propagator in external field is performed in [17] , and it is found that the contributions of the three-particleqGq, and the four-particleqG 2 q,nonlocal operators are small. Keeping this fact in mind, the expressions of the light and heavy quark propagators in external field are given by,
Here Λ is the cut-off energy separating the perturbative and nonperturbative regions, K i are the modified Bessel functions. It should be noted here that, in the expression (8) which is used to calculate nonperturbative contributions, there appears the matrix elements of the nonlocal operators between vacuum and one photon states of the form γ(q)|qΓ i q|0 , in which all nonperturbative effects are encoded. These matrix elements are given in terms of the photon distribution amplitudes as [18] ,
where ϕ γ (u) is the leading twist-2, ψ v (u), ψ a (u), A and V are the twist-3, and h γ (u), A, T i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are the twist-4 photon DAs, and χ is the magnetic susceptibility. The measure Dα i is defined as
As has already been noted, in determination of the magnetic moment responsible for the negative to negative parity transition, four equations are needed, and for this purpose we choose the coefficients of the structures (ε · p)I, (ε · p)/ p, / p/ ε and / ε. The sum rules for the negative to negative parity transition magnetic moments can be obtained by choosing the coefficients of the aforementioned Lorentz structures Π i , and equate them to the corresponding coefficients in hadronic part. Solving then the linear equations for the coefficients describing the negative to negative transition magnetic moments, and performing Borel transformation over the variables −p 2 and −(p + q) 2 in order to suppress higher states and continuum contribution, we finally obtain the magnetic moment for the negative to negative parity baryon transitions as is given below,
In this expression we take M (11) that in determination of the magnetic moments of the Σ Q → Λ Q and Ξ ′ Q → Ξ Q transitions, the residues of the negative parity heavy baryons are necessary. These residues can be determined from the analysis of the two-point correlation function
where η Q is the interpolating current for the corresponding heavy baryon given by Eq. (6). This interpolating current interacts with both positive and negative parity heavy baryons. Saturating this correlation function with the ground states of positive and negative parity baryons we have,
Eliminating the contributions coming from the positive parity baryons, the following sum rules for the residue and mass of the negative parity baryons are obtained,
.
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Numerical analysis
In this section we present our numerical results for the magnetic moments of the Σ Q → Λ Q and Ξ ′ Q → Ξ Q transitions for negative parity baryons derived from the LCSR. In this numerical analysis the values of the the values of the relevant input parameters entering to the LCSR are needed. The main nonperturbative input of LCSR is the DAs which are all calculated in [18] , and for completeness we present their expressions in Appendix C. The other input parameters needed in the numerical analysis are, quark condensate, m 2 0 , magnetic susceptibility χ of quarks, etc. In further numerical calculations we
2 [20] . The magnetic susceptibility was determined within the QCD sum rules in [21] [22] [23] ).
Having all necessary ingredients at hand, we are now ready to perform the numerical analysis for the transition magnetic moments of the negative parity baryons. Sum rules contain also three auxiliary parameters in the interpolating current other than those input parameters given above: Borel mass parameter M 2 , continuum threshold s 0 , and the arbitrary parameter t. We demand that the magnetic moment should be independent on these auxiliary parameters. Therefore we shall look for the "working regions" of these parameters, where magnetic moments exhibit good stability with respect to their variations in respective domains. It should be remembered that the continuum threshold s 0 is not arbitrary but related to the first excited states. The difference √ s 0 − m ground is the energy needed to transfer the baryon to its first excited state. Usually this difference varies in the range 0.3 GeV ≤ √ s 0 − m ground ≤ 0.8 GeV , and in our analysis we choose the average
Having determined the value of s 0 , next we try to find the "working regions" of the Borel parameter M 2 . The upper bound of M 2 is obtained by demanding that contributions of higher states and continuum constitute about 40% of the perturbative part.The lower bound is determined from the condition that higher twist contributions are less than the leading twist contributions. Our analysis shows that the working regions of M 2 where both conditions are satisfied are
As an example, in Figs. (1) and (2) we present the dependence of µ Σ 0 
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The functions i n (n = 1, 2), and j 1 (f (u)) are defined as:
Appendix B
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